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New FY Defense stats are in
In 2020, USAspending.gov reported that Michigan
increased its overall direct defense-related spending.
Michigan defense economic indicators are up since
2016, the first year of Michigan’s investment in the
Protect and Grow Strategic Plan.

$30B

$2.4M DoD grant awarded to MDC’s first-in-the-nation program for
defense contractor’s cyber protection
The DoD has recognized MDC’s
innovative program, Michigan Defense
CyberSmart, that will allow Michigan’s
defense contracting companies and
suppliers to fend off international

attacks from China, Russia and other
bad actors while allowing them to
become compliant in their federal
mandated cyber protection programs.

81.58% GRP
OVERALL
41.15% Personal Income
53.36% Defense Related Jobs ECONOMIC
2016 to 2020

MDC leads Stakeholder ask for
state investment to build tech
eco-system

ACTIVITY

FY20; MI economy, jobs decline
7% during covid, MI defense
increases an average of 8%

MDC and stakeholders worked together to develop a comprehensive
investment program to support and grow R&D and advanced
manufacturing infrastructure throughout the state which will lead to
matched investment from industry, Venture Capital and federal
sources. The strategy; 50($M) for 50($M) in 5(yrs) allows regional
partners to pursue a forward leaning economy by adding SCIFs,
Datacenters, Drone facilities and other emerging market
technologies by investing in the supporting infrastructure. continued

Defense continues to prove its viability in Michigan
as an alternative to cyclical economic factors.
Through recessions, disease and other difficult
economic times, federal contracting and investment
continue to grow and support the state’s economy.

10 Michigan companies tapped for largest
defense conference in North America
10 Michigan companies
will travel to Washington
DC with the Michigan
Defense Center/MEDC in
October 2021 to exhibit
their products and
services at the
Association of the
United States Army
Annual Meeting and
Exposition.
The MDC/MEDC booth
will showcase the
companies

and the state eco-system
including advanced
engineering
and manufacturing to
National Guard testing
and training facilities,
world renowned
university and R&D
capabilities. Participation
by the Army located in
Michigan, Ground
Vehicle Systems Center
and Next Generation
Combat Vehicle is also
planned.

The 2021 show,
expected to draw up to
35,000 attendees from
around the world will be
the first time MEDC has
offered this opportunity
to Michigan companies
and provides maximum
exposure for companies
and the state to decision
makers for future
growth.

The funding will supply grants to
companies saving them thousands and
allowing them to compete nationally in
defense and federal contracting. continued

New federal partnerships; new
opportunities for Michigan Companies
The MDC is forging new partnerships with DoD, Army Applications Labs
(AAL), ERDCWERX, Army Futures Electrification Study and other DoD
funded opportunities for innovative, non-traditional companies. These
partnerships give MDC access to exclusive opportunities. MDC then
identifies capable companies, offering them new chances to compete for
contracts to grow their business. continued

MDC brings UM and DoD together to
create new Innovation Office in MI

UM, National Security Innovation Network (NSIN) and MDC announced a
new office opened in April 2021 to assist Michigan companies and
academics in accessing DoD funding and resources to grow their
portfolios. continued

Michigan companies win $252M
in federal contracts while using
the MDC Bid Targeting System
The BTS, developed by MDC and exclusive to
Michigan, offers companies a comprehensive
understanding of how their company is rated by federal
contracting officers and matches them with federal
opportunities. Business intelligence is allowing
companies to make decisions about their time and capital
investment and has led to millions of dollars of
successful contracts in FY21.
Coupled with the MDC’s Proposal Writing Services
Grant, these proprietary programs provided the state a
$438:1 ROI in FY21 continued
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MICHIGAN CONTINUES TO RISE

DEFENSE INDUSTRY ECONOMIC GROWTH INDICATORS ON THE RISE

Michigan has had a solid defense presence since
1941.
Exciting that there is room to grow!
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Tracking the impact that federal defense and homeland security
dollars have on the Michigan economy.
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PROTECT AND GROW 2.0

MICHIGAN’S DEFENSE STRATEGY FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH
In 2020, the Michigan Defense Center began implementing Protect and Grow 2.0,
an updated version of the state’s defense strategy originally introduced in 2016.
The strategy brings all aspects of the state’s defense, homeland security and
federal stakeholders together under one unity of effort.
Protect and Grow 2.0 provides a path for the state to follow in order to capture
new federal missions, dollars and opportunities by focusing on all-domain military
modernization. Modernization is not only a national priority as set forth in the
National Defense Plan as well as Presidential and Congressional budget requests
and appropriations, but, also plays well into Michigan’s key strengths.
Because many of the same skill sets, technologies and assets are being pursued
by both the defense enterprise as well as commercial auto, aerospace and other
Michigan core industries, we are well positioned to capitalize on crossover
retention and attraction opportunities. By leveraging our prowess in engineering,
testing and prototyping, research and development, Michigan becomes the
“Arsenal of Democracy, Innovation and Solutions”.

KEY TOPICS OF INTEREST ACROSS
THE DEFENSE ENTERPRISE
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

CYBER SPACE
AEROSPACE
HYPERSONICS
EMERGING SUPPORTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
AUTONOMY & AI
AIR, LAND & MARITIME
MULTI-DOMAIN TECHNOLOGIES
MANUFACTURING READINESS
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
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PROTECT AND GROW FY 21 WINS
The Protect and Grow strategy contains eight strategic objectives that align with
the National Defense Strategy and DoD’s investment priorities and make
Michigan more competitive in this sector.

1. Restructure and Fund Defense Investments by the State of Michigan
2. Protect DoD and National Assets in Michigan
3. Pursue New DoD and Associated Missions
4. Posture Michigan for National Defense Strategy-Driven Business Opportunities
5. Increase DoD Contract Awards for Michigan-based Companies
6. Increase DoD R&D Spending in Michigan
7. Enhance Strategic Messaging
8. Partner with DMVA to Connect the Military Enterprise and Defense Industry
click titles for more information

This past year the MDC continued its efforts toward achieving the goals of these
eight strategic objectives through many initiatives. These initiatives were responsive
to and aligned with the DoD’s evolving investment priorities as the nation and defense
companies continued to navigate the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Restructure and Fund Defense Investments
by the State of Michigan

Protect DoD and National Assets in Michigan

BACKGROUND: This objective maintains the roots of Protect &
Grow. Protecting Michigan-based missions is a persistent
requirement. At the end of the day there are winners and losers,
and Michigan should be on the offensive, rather than defensive.
Other than the unique training environments and airspace, there
could be arguments made to move any of the missions, whether
active-duty or National Guard, to other locations. MDC’s job is to
be the unifier that can bring together all aspects of the state’s
message then advocate on Capitol Hill and in the Pentagon. The
specter of another BRAC round and budget cuts is real. The
Protect & Grow strategic plan is Michigan’s top preemptive step
to mitigate that threat.
MDC ACTION: Supported, advised and provided match funding
for the U.S. Army Garrison--Detroit Arsenal initiatives in its
efforts to strengthen energy resiliency in Southeast Michigan
and develop a Global Energy Resiliency Center of Excellence
with state partners.
OUTCOME: $300K federal grant awarded for the Detroit Arsenal
Region Defense Assessment of Resilience (DAR2); gained
MDC ACTION: Restructure the Michigan Defense Center from
Headquarters U.S. Army Installation Management Command
contractor status to a more financially viable and authoritative
attention as a leader in energy resiliency efforts; contender for U.S.
status.
Army Black Start Exercise. Can be a catalyst for more R&D and
OUTCOME: Aligned with MEDC units; optimized resources through
program development including federal investment and business
enhanced communication and collaboration within the organization. growth and attraction.
MDC ACTION: Proposed FY22 MDC operating budget
MDC ACTION: Provided resources and advised Michigan National
OUTCOME: If fully funded the budget will allow the MDC to
Guard and neighboring communities on federal grant
continue implementation projects and to launch new programs that opportunities and aided in their submissions to the Defense
will help propel Michigan to be a Midwest leader in defense.
Community Infrastructure Program (DCIP).
MDC ACTION: Developed a state investment strategy; “50 for 50 OUTCOME: Two communities in the state submitted proposals for
in 5” ($50M Investments for $50M ROI in 5 years) to fund defense projects that will enhance the military value of their associated
investments by the State of Michigan. (see 50 for 50 in 5)
military installations: the City of Alpena submitted a proposal for
OUTCOME: Created and proposed a structured approach that will
the replacement of the water treatment plant and the City of Battle
position Michigan as the national leader for defense Research,
Creek submitted a proposal for the construction of a roundabout at
Development, Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) and advanced
the Air National Guard Base entrance.
manufacturing to maximize the economic impact from the state’s
defense investments.
BACKGROUND: In 2006 the Michigan Defense Center (MDC) was
created by state statute which dictates that the MDC will be
funded by, and responsible to, the Michigan Strategic Fund. The
first eight years yielded few results. In 2014 the MDC got new
management and with it, a new vision to stop the slide and tap
the potential of new DoD missions and a more robust industry.
By 2016 MDC had the first statewide strategic plan for defense,
Protect & Grow. This new roadmap set out objectives to protect
the Detroit Arsenal, DLA in Battle Creek and Michigan National
Guard missions around the State of Michigan.
Also, core to the plan was to grow new Department of Defense
(DoD) and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) missions, as
well as the economy by assisting companies, small and large, to
diversify their business portfolios and pursue federal contracts
with the Department of Defense. The findings of this report show
that MDC could have moved the needle even further with a
consistent, predictable management structure and funding
stream.
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Pursue New DoD and Associated Missions
BACKGROUND: Pursuit of new missions is at the heart of
attracting new defense business in Michigan. New missions
generally bring industry and jobs to the state and the personal
income component of our economic impact assessment is a
base from which we can grow. New missions also fuel industry
growth as defense contractors respond to the needs of the
military and proximity to their government customers.
MDC ACTION: Utilized MDC resources, connections and
influence to advocate for the Foreign Military Sales (FMS) F-16
and F-35 Training Missions at Selfridge Air National Guard
Base .
The Michigan Defense Center worked with local authorities
and businesses to develop a military housing plan that
would make Selfridge more competitive in the process.
The Michigan Defense Center produced marketing
collateral and provided briefings and talking points for the
Governor and Lt. Governor to tell the story of Selfridge.
MDC and contracted advocates/consultants provided
advocacy, advice and information to assist the
congressional delegation in lobbying the Air Force for this
mission.
Ultimately, Selfridge was not the preferred choice. When
discrepancies in the basing process came to light, MDC worked
with Michigan Senators to prepare for briefings, demand
responses from Air Force to investigative questions and
ultimately to put a hold on the Air Force Secretary
confirmation.
OUTCOME: This action has gained recognition from Air Force
officials and the White House that Michigan is aggressively
pursuing new missions and intends to protect and grow our
facilities.
MDC ACTION: At the request of Michigan National Guard
leadership, MDC advocated for the basing of U.S. Space
Command Headquarters at Selfridge Air National Guard Base.
OUTCOME: Recognition of Michigan as a proactive state willing
to use political capital in the pursuit of new missions.
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Posture Michigan for National Defense
Strategy-driven Business Opportunities
BACKGROUND: Michigan’s manufacturing base and military
footprint have allowed it to be a leader in the defense industry
since World War II. The industry’s economic impact on the
state has been significant: in 2020 there were 165,612
defense-related jobs that generated $30 billion in overall
economic activity to the state.
The National Defense Strategy calls for investment in areas
where Michigan already has defense industry ecosystems on
which to build. The MDC recognizes the importance of
developing these ecosystems in order to take advantage of
associated business opportunities so as to retain the state’s
heritage as a defense industry leader and grow Michigan’s
defense and overall economy.
MDC ACTION: Commissioned a Commercial Sensitive
Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) Proof of Concept
for use by academic institutions, innovators and companies in
order to bid and win defense contracts which increasingly
require top secret facilities and clearances.
OUTCOME: Provides information on the construction, operation
and feasibility of having a commercial SCIF in Michigan. The
report educates and informs the Michigan National Guard,
universities and other organizations interested in pursuing the
development of this type of facility.
It should be noted that at least 6 local governments, academic
institutions and Stakeholder/Partners have asked that the state
invest in SCIFs in various parts of the state. These are crucial to
growing the R&D and technical eco-system (see 50 for 50 in 5).
MDC ACTION: Lobbied DoD for a Michigan office to facilitate
innovation from Michigan companies and universities to DoD
programs.
OUTCOME: Successfully assisted in the onboarding of a
Program Manager at the University of Michigan for the National
Security Innovation Network (NSIN) who is connecting academia
and innovators to the DoD to solve national security problems.
MDC ACTION: Established and convenes monthly the “Business
Attraction Task Force” with the U. S. Army Ground Vehicle
Systems Center (GVSC) at the Detroit Arsenal.
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OUTCOME: Enhanced lines of communication and collaboration
for partnering to develop the defense supply chain in the state;
identified 12 high potential out-of-state companies of interest as
leads for the MEDC business development unit.
MDC ACTION: Commissioned research on state incentives for
defense business attraction and start-ups in peer competitor
states.
OUTCOME: This report outlines what our near peer state
competitors are offering defense and commercial technology,
R&D and solutions companies to locate in their state. Report
explains funding sources, incentive programs and start-up
attraction programs.
MDC ACTION: Established relationship with Army Applications
Lab (AAL, Austin TX), ERDCWERX (Vicksburg MS), and other
organizations funded by the U.S. DoD to identify and offer
incentives to innovative companies who can solve technology
deficits.
OUTCOME: Through this relationship, the Michigan Defense
Center offered Michigan companies exclusive opportunities not
found on traditional federal sites to engage with DoD decisionmakers concerning their technologies and work. 407 Michigan
companies signed up to be considered for these contracts.
MDC ACTION: Advocated for investment in the development
and fielding of innovative technology.
OUTCOME: Worked with the Congressional delegation and
submitted Letters of support for programmatic asks in the
FY2022 NDAA including Naval cyberdefense technology, Army
ground technology, and the Cyber and Connected Vehicle
Innovation Center (CAVIC)(see section on Federal NDAA Wins).
MDC ACTION: Partnered with local EDOs and non-profits to
apply for federal Defense Manufacturing Communities
designation and subsequent Defense Manufacturing
Communities Support Program (DMCSP) grant. Potential $8M
award.
OUTCOME: The Michigan Defense Center and its partners
submitted two proposals:

Opportunity 1; The Michigan Defense Resiliency Consortium
(MDRC) designation in partnership with the University of
Michigan Economic Growth Institute (EGI) as fiduciary. If
awarded, MDC will supply enabling match funding and will use
our share of the award to fund an initiative to assist Michigan’s
disadvantaged and minority companies in attaining federal 8A
status as well as educate companies on the business case for
federal contracting as a small, disadvantages and/or minority
owned-company.
Opportunity 2; The Michigan Longitudinal Defense System
(MLDS) Consortia in partnership with the Workforce Intelligence
Network for Southeast Michigan as fiduciary, If awarded, MDC
will provide enabling match funding and will use our share of the
award to fund an initiative that will lead to expansion of the
MDC/MEDC Bid Targeting System, defense company database to
possibly national level recognition.
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Increase DoD Contract Awards for
Michigan-based Companies
BACKGROUND: The primary opportunity for the State of
Michigan to increase its share of defense spending is to grow
DoD contract awards. About 70% of defense contracts in
Michigan are from the Army, and about two-thirds of all
defense contracts awarded to Michigan companies are in the
equipment and supplies bin. Not only can Michigan leverage
these strengths, but there is significant opportunity to increase
market share in additional areas including the other branches
of the Armed Forces.
MDC ACTION: Invested in business resources for defense
companies including: Bid Targeting System (BTS) online
platform, Proposal Writing Services (PWS) grant, and Michigan
Defense CyberSmart Program.
OUTCOME:
$252,455,224 in federal contracts awarded to active BTS
users in FY21.
$27 million in pending awards from FY21 PWS grant
investments
Introduced the all-new Michigan Defense CyberSmart
program (read more)
Creation of a new Defense Resources portal that provides
easy access to Michigan businesses

MDC ACTION: Spearheaded efforts to diversify the federal
supply chain by organizing and co-hosting a virtual Roundtable
for disadvantaged and minority-owned business organizations
to introduce resources and opportunities.
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Developed and implemented a seminar Where Do You Find
Government Contracts for small disadvantaged Michigan
business owners. Partners SBDC, SBA and PTAC assisted.
Engaged with Congresswoman Brenda Lawrence’s office to
explore legislative changes to the 8(a) Business Development
program.
OUTCOME: Introduced 146 seminar participants state-wide to
resources for winning federal contracts; established program and
task force for increasing Michigan’s small, disadvantaged
business participation in the federal supply chain.

Increase DoD R&D Spending in Michigan
BACKGROUND: Michigan has long been the backbone of
Research and Development (R&D) for the automotive industry,
and the state as a whole ranks in the top half of the U.S. for
total federal R&D investments. Additionally, University of
Michigan is widely recognized as one of the world’s leading
research universities. They are not alone as several academic
institutions in the state have strong R&D programs.
Significant opportunity exists for R&D investment growth in
Michigan’s defense industry. The most recent Office of
Economic Adjustment (DoD) report detailing defense spending
revealed only about 6% of the overall contract expenditures in
Michigan were in the area of defense R&D.This makes defense
R&D, along with the associated Testing and Evaluation (T&E)
one of the larger areas of opportunity for the state of Michigan.
MDC ACTION: Identified and contracted a DOD/DARPA expert
to facilitate growth of defense Research, Development, Testing
and Evaluation (RDT&E) ecosystem and defense funding in the
state.
OUTCOME: This effort has brought crucial industry and
government intelligence to MDC/MEDC. Current and future
initiatives stemming from this procurement include but are not
limited to increased DARPA investment and opportunities for
Michigan companies, UARC/labs/institution or similar DoD
investment mechanisms, exploration of space and satellite
opportunities.
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Enhance Strategic Messaging
BACKGROUND: Michigan defense assets and industry suffer
from lack of awareness on a regional, state, national, and
international level. This lack of recognition hinders the ability
to effectively market the state’s incredible training
opportunities, range spaces, companies and capabilities. In
order for Michigan to grow its defense industry and federal
investments, it must develop unique Michigan
defense/aerospace/space branding and ensure unity of
message by Michigan stakeholders regarding the value of
Michigan’s defense ecosystem.
MDC ACTION: Commissioned a Market Intelligence Report to
inform defense marketing campaign of the Michigan’s
defense ecosystem.
OUTCOME: Provides a roadmap for creating specific defense
messaging, identifies market specific universe and confirms the
need for a campaign to increase awareness and interest of
Michigan’s defense assets and industry among DoD decisionmakers, investors and out of state companies.
MDC ACTION: Monthly Congressional Delegation (CODEL)
meeting.
OUTCOME: Ensured consistent messaging to Congressional
members and staff; helped maintain CODEL influence and
support for military installations and industry in Michigan.
Supported a unity of effort as the invitation list grew this year to
include National Guard leadership and Michigan based U.S. Army
observers.
MDC ACTION: Conducted Protect & Grow Community
Discussions for Michigan’s defense partners and stakeholders.
OUTCOME: Held three quarterly virtual meetings that provided
a forum for information sharing and updates in the Michigan
defense ecosystem; connected the state’s elected officials,
military leadership and the community on defense topics;
ensured unity of message among industry, academia, military and
law makers. Approximately 150 attendees for each of the
meetings.
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Partner with DMVA to Connect the Military
Enterprise and Defense Industry
BACKGROUND: The Adjutant General of Michigan is also
dual hatted as the Director of the Department of Military
and Veterans Affairs (DMVA). He plays the key role of
leading the state’s national guard contingent, and also
serves as lead executive for the Michigan Veterans Affairs
Agency. Both of these constituencies are critical to the
growth and success of the defense industry in the state.
Because DMVA initiatives provide economic benefits to the
state, collaborating provides a shared understanding and
aligns DMVA’s strategic goals with Michigan’s defense
industry and elected leadership. Understanding direct and
indirect economic relationships between the DMVA, MDC
and the local, state, national, and defense economies sets
conditions for powerful partnerships with elected leaders
and members of the defense industry.
MDC ACTION: In 2015 the Michigan Defense Center, through
Protect and Grow objectives offered the then Adjutant
General support by providing advisors and lobbyists free of
charge in order to protect and grow the National Guard
missions in the state.
This support has continued through FY21 and has led to a
multitude of opportunities and congressional support (see
the references to new mission pursuits and federal win
sections of this document for products of this benefit).
This contract provides MING with all of their federal
advocacy support including, but not limited to advice and
influence on bills, funding requests, information sharing and
pursuit of new missions.
OUTCOME: This continued support has allowed MING to apply
for and compete for new missions and funding of their priority
projects and exercises including Northern Strike.
MDC ACTION: Supported National Guard leadership as
requested including attending weekly Executive Leadership
meetings, making connections and attending meetings with
industry and academia.
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OUTCOME: MDC has offered MING in-kind and funding support
for some of their priority projects. Connected and supported
relationship building between MING, industry and academia.
MDC ACTION: Connected technology companies to T&E
assets at Camp Grayling (data center
roundtable, Industry Day)
OUTCOME: MDC offered assistance to MING leadership in the
growth of desired “innovation centers and efforts”
MDC ACTION: Worked with National Guard leadership on
their concept for a datacenter initiative to enhance the
success of the National All-Domain Warfighting Center
(NADWIC) at Camp Grayling.
OUTCOME: MDC has provided resources, advice and the use of
MDC contracted resources lobbyists to assist MING in bringing
this concept to a proposal state. Recommendations, offers of
contracted consulting services as well as to MEDC’s legal,
contracting and support services have also been offered to help
MING realize their goals.
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MDC PROVIDES GAME-CHANGING
RESOURCES FOR MICHIGAN
COMPANIES

$438:1 ROI
MDC’s innovative suite of resources provide
assistance to companies diversifying into federal
contracting and supplies a huge ROI for Michigan.
The Bid Targeting System (BTS) is a proprietary
online software program and database developed by
the MDC which uses federal and public data sources
to give companies the same view as contracting
offices and matches them with opportunities.
The database function is used by MDC to assist
Prime Contractors and Government offices in
identifying qualified companies and supply chain
capabilities in Michigan.
The Proposal Writing Services grant (PWS) provides
funds for companies to hire a pre-qualified federal
proposal writer to submit a professional and
successful bid. The PWS program has allowed
Michigan companies to win $496 million in federal
contracts since it began in 2017.
Together, these programs offer Michigan companies
a pathway to successful federal contracting!

PROPOSAL WRITING SERVICES
GRANT PROGRAM FY21

THE BID TARGETING SYSTEM:
MICHIGAN COMPANIES FIND
SUCCESS IN THE SYSTEM:
$252,455,224 in federal contracts awarded
to active BTS users in FY21.
523 total active firm user accounts in FY21, an increase
from 352 in FY20.
217 newly registered BTS firm user accounts in FY21.
An additional 27 full access LEDO-specific user licenses.
Over 18,994 federally registered vendor profiles and
10,000+ automatically matched federal bid opportunities
More than 4,000 new federally registered Michigan firms
over the past two years.
23 BTS in-person and virtual training events in FY21.
319 total attendees participated in FY21 BTS training
events.
Live online BTS and PWS grant training offered bi-weekly
and marketed to thousands of Michigan companies.
New Feature Added! Tracking and reporting of cyber
security compliance helps identify qualified suppliers.
MDC assists primes and government identify qualified
Michigan companies for subcontracting and supply chain by
using the BTS for focused outreach.
Bid Targeting System (BTS) supports growing jobs through
partnership and collaboration.

$27 million in pending awards from FY21 grant
investments of $5,000.00
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MICHIGAN DEFENSE CYBERSMART
DEFENSE SUPPLY CHAIN GRANT PROGRAM
The Michigan Defense Center is offering Michigan’s small and medium sized
defense contractors a comprehensive one-stop shop for DoD cybersecurity
compliance to save this nation’s federal supply chain. This program is one of
the first in the nation to provide a business solution to this federal mandate
and strives to drive standardization, accountability, and cost-effectiveness
to the process.
CyberSmart Phase 1: Provides Michigan businesses with the ability to
contract with a pre-approved cybersecurity vendor to provide a NIST 800171 gap analysis report at a pre-negotiated discounted cost of $1,500 as the
first step toward compliance and Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certification (CMMC), an upcoming requirement for all defense contractors.
CyberSmart Phase 2: After completing Phase 1 by completing a Gap
Analysis with a pre-qualified vendor, up to $15,000 in grant funding is
available to address any deficiencies in their IT infrastructure and become
fully compliant with DoD cybersecurity requirements for all contractors.
Michigan Defense Center won a $2.4M DoD grant to support this program.
Yes, the federal government is still developing the details of their DoD
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) program, but, make no
mistake—all defense contractors will have to be certified in the coming
years and working towards that now will position the Michigan supply chain
for future contracting.
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH

MICHIGAN’S FEDERAL WINS

The Michigan Defense Center’s consistent communication and advocacy with the entire
delegation has created an environment where members come together in a bipartisan
and bicameral way to support Michigan on defense and national security issues.
In addition to consistent meetings and calls, MDC hosts a monthly call with Members
and/or key staffers to discuss defense/aerospace and homeland security topics. Inperson meetings in district and on the Hill are expected to resume in FY22.
The Michigan Defense Center’s efforts to support the Michigan Congressional
Delegation in obtaining seats on the Armed Services and Appropriations Committees is
paying dividends. In 2016, there were no members of the Michigan delegation on the
Armed Services or Appropriations committees. Today, one serves on the Senate Armed
Services Committee, three on the House Armed Services Committee, plus two on the
House Appropriations Committee and three on Space, Science and Technology. This
greatly increases Michigan’s influence on defense issues in Washington, DC.
Below is a summary of initial successes in this year’s annual defense authorization and
appropriations measures. It is important to note that we remain early in the process of
finalizing FY22 defense legislation. At this point, only one of the bills is fully publicly
available while portions of another are available. The House Armed Services Committee
will mark-up their bill in early September and Senate defense appropriations has not
released a timeline for their bill’s consideration. As such, additional important
initiatives that help to benefit Michigan and Michigan businesses may be realized in the
coming weeks. continued
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The MDC is an active partner and participates in all
defense and aerospace related committees and
events around the state, as well as select national
organizations for leadership and coordination
purposes. Outreach is focused on educating the
defense community on the resources that can assist
businesses at building their toolbox to engage in
defense contracting, promoting Michigan and
defense assets and forging partnerships and
relationships to strengthen the defense ecosystem.
As Executive Director, Vicki Selva sits on the
Defense Legislative Caucus created by Senator
Michael MacDonald and Representative Joe Tate in
2020. The Legislator’s invitation to the MDC to
advise and participate on this body allows a free
flow of information and an opportunity to
coordinate the needs of the state with interested
decision-makers.
The MDC regularly presents and acts as a
coordinator and advisor to multiple committees
supporting this sector:
∙ Macomb Chamber Aerospace and Defense
Committee
∙ UofM Economic Growth Institute
∙ Mid-Michigan Economic Development Corporation
∙ The Michigan Advantage Aerospace and Defense
Marketing Strategy Subcommittee
∙ Michigan Military Coalition
∙ NDIA, WID, AUSA, AFA
The MDC has an important role in coordinating
statewide efforts, multiple committees, and
thousands of stakeholders. Challenges to live
engagements due to COVID were matched with
technology and the ability to use social and internet
platforms to continue this MDC’s mission.
The MDC website is consistently updated to
provide interested parties a comprehensive look
at the Michigan eco-system, academic and
government programs as well as the robust
industry that supports national security.

In 2021 The MDC built a new Resource Portal to make it
easier for Michigan companies to access federal specific
resources to help them diversify or to support their ongoing
contracting efforts.
The MDC produces a monthly newsletter highlighting
resources for Michigan companies, like Bid Opportunities
of the Month, monthly BTS Online Demos, Michigan
companies awarded contracts, MEDC resources, and
partner events. The newsletter is delivered to over 7,500
subscribers each month.
In May 2021 the NDIA’s Michigan Defense Exposition
(MDEX) was held to showcase Michigan’s military missions,
industry and innovation, and promote Michigan’s
capabilities as a national leader in this sector. As an NDIA
Board Member and MDEX Chairperson, the MDC Executive
Director overcame the COVID challenge by creating a
National Virtual event in partnership with the United States
Army. The event drew a national audience of over 1,100
attendees and speakers.
FY2021 Protect and Grow Community meetings hosted by
MDC have offered the audiences of up to 150 an
opportunity to hear from:
Governor Gretchen Whitmer
U.S. Representative Elissa Slotkin
State Senator Mike MacDonald
TACOM Commanding Major General Darren Werner
Michigan National Guard Adjutant Maj. General Paul
Rogers
In addition to Regional Partners who shared
their efforts and contributions to the objectives set forth
in the Protect & Grow Initiative.
The MDC maintained its connection with the congressional
delegation through the Michigan Defense Center’s monthly
Congressional Delegation Call. This call includes Michigan’s
entire Congressional Delegation; House and Senate Military
Legislative Aides and occasionally members, Michigan
Adjutant General, Major General Paul Rogers, MDC retained
advocates at The Roosevelt Group, the Governor’s office,
and the MDC Team. This call presents an opportunity to
coordinate state and federal efforts to Protect and Grow
the defense missions, industry, and economy in Michigan.
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PARTNERS

NOTHING GETS DONE WITHOUT A TEAM AND PARTNERS!

The MDC is a small team and relies on partners to
accomplish the objectives that will move Michigan forward
in this sector. In the last 2 years, MDC has proven that
partnerships matter and continues to increase statewide
official partnerships. 50 organizational partners include
academic institutions, federal, local, state government
entities and economic development organizations. The MDC
leads their partners in working towards fulfilling the Protect
& Grow strategic plan protecting and growing their ecosystem, industries and economy.
In FY21, MDC provided $80,000 in grant funding to
partners to support defense-related efforts.
Mid-Michigan Economic Development Corporation
received funding for the exploration of a Modeling and
Simulation Center of excellence in their region.
Macomb County received a grant for FY21 which they
intend to use for the stand up of their Robotics
Collaboration Center and Workforce Development
Program.
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MDC DRIVING SUCCESS INTO NEXT YEAR
Looking forward into the new year, the MDC will continue to work with our partners to break down the stovepipes
that have kept commercial pursuits separate from government efforts and to recognize the advantages that can be
realized by investing in an eco-system that both supports the companies and work that have been building this
sector as well as pursuing new and emerging technology markets, demanded in both commercial and military
applications.
The defense and commercial industries have different but complimentary positions regarding risk and ROI. To gain
an “unfair” advantage over its potential adversaries, the DoD often takes a longer-term position regarding research
and development of new products. In doing so they often take greater risk in R&D while also accepting the potential
of a longer ROI.
On the contrary, to operate in a highly competitive commercial domain, commercial industry requires a shorter ROI
and often less risky product development. As such, in addition to their own research, commercial industry has turned
to the DoD for new products.
MDC recognizes the importance of this relationship and recommends a more holistic approach with MEDC to
strengthen the symbiosis between our states commercial and defense industries.
The Protect & Grow 2.0 strategy continues to reinforce Michigan’s legacy as the Arsenal of Democracy and will lead the
Arsenal of Innovation™ by aligning with the National Defense Strategy, synchronizing with the Department of Military and
Veterans Affair’s strategy and integrating with the MEDC Economic Strategy. The Protect and Grow objectives ensure that the
full spectrum of defense opportunities are pursued while also allowing flexibility in responding to evolving DoD investment
priorities. We look forward to continuing the work with our partners to:

Anchor military assets with new missions
Provide resources to Michigan companies to win more contracts and provide valuable resources to companies
Continue to build the defense/commercial R&D eco-system to create opportunities in retention and growth of
business and jobs
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ABOUT THE MDC TEAM

VICKI SELVA
Executive Director, Michigan Defense Center
Senior Strategic Advisor
Michigan Economic Development Corporation
Vicki Selva is the Executive Director of the Michigan Defense Center and leads a
robust team of professionals to Protect and Grow Michigan’s defense, defense
aerospace and homeland security industries and missions.
Vicki has been managing budgets, developing programs and strategies for the
Michigan Defense Center since 2013 in various leadership roles and is credited for
reshaping the State’s efforts to protect and grow missions and industry in federal
contracting sectors of the economy:
An Architect and Manager of the State of Michigan’s Protect & Grow Initiative; a
strategy for Michigan’s defense assets, industry and community.

Federal Contract Bid Writing Services Program; Co-developed and implemented this tool for Michigan
companies to begin federal contracting.
Created and implemented Michigan Defense CyberSmart, an innovative approach to assisting companies in
cybersecurity compliancy and partially funded by a DoD grant.
Strategic Communications; Develops the state’s messaging, marketing strategies and materials for
Michigan’s defense sector.
Prior to taking a leadership role at the Michigan Defense Center, Vicki built her reputation working with global,
national and local companies and has developed and maintained many important relationships with key members
of industry, government and academia through her decade long service with U.S. Senator and Chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, Carl Levin.
Vicki is a Board Member for the National Defense Industry Association- Michigan Chapter and has been
appointed Michigan Representative to the NDIA National Policy Committee. Vicki is the Chairperson and Director
for the Michigan Defense Exposition, a nationally recognized annual showcase of Michigan’s Army assets and
supporting industries. Ms. Selva has also volunteered her time to mentor young professionals with the Women in
Defense (WID) Association and is also a member of the Association of U.S. Army (AUSA).
Vicki Selva has been awarded the Macomb County Partnership Award, the NDIA Volunteer of the Year Award and
is recipient of the 2017 Women in Defense/Crain’s Horizon Innovation Award. Nominations include the NDIA
National Red Ball Express Award given to members of the defense community with expertise and a history of
supporting tactical wheeled vehicles and the National Association of Defense Communities Annual
Accomplishment Award.

DUSTIN FRIGY
Program Manager - Business Resources

Dustin Frigy is the Manager for the Business Resources Programs offered to Michigan
companies and MEDC by the Michigan Defense Center. These programs directly assist
Michigan companies in all stages of defense, defense aerospace and homeland security
contracting and engagement.
Dustin has been involved with purchasing for more than 19 years in professional positions
with the Federal Government, State of Michigan, and various local government agencies.
Before his role with the Michigan Defense Center, he served as the Director of Defense
Logistics Agency – Procurement Technical Assistance Center in mid-Michigan for over 12
years, where he led a team of Procurement Consultants helping regional businesses
secure hundreds of millions of dollars in government contracts. Dustin holds a Bachelor of
Business and Master of Public Administration from the University of Michigan.
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CHERYL PAVIC HENNER
Program Manager - Protect and Grow

Cheryl is the Program Manager for the Michigan Defense Center’s Protect & Grow Initiative, the
state’s defense, defense aerospace and homeland security economic strategic plan.
Cheryl is a retired Air Force Reserve Lieutenant Colonel having served in various roles at the
operational and strategic levels as an engineering officer including two deployments to
Southwest Asia in support of the Iraq War and War in Afghanistan. She also served as a lead
partnership facilitator for the Air Force Community Partnership Program, a Secretary of the Air
Force initiative that develops installation-community partnerships. In her civilian career Cheryl
has worked for public and private organizations in construction management, community
planning and development, finance, technology, and government consulting. She has a Bachelor
of Science in Architectural Engineering from the Milwaukee School of Engineering, an MBA from
California State University—Sacramento, and a Master of Natural Resources and Global
Sustainability from Virginia Tech. She is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP)

ANDY DALLAS
Innovation Consultant

Andy comes to MDC following a long and distinguished career associated with the DoD Science
and Technology Community. In addition to his work with MDC Andy currently serves as the
Deputy Executive Director of the National Advanced Mobility Consortium (NAMC). Prior to NAMC
he served as President of a small start-up, Soar Automotive, that was focused on bringing
human-like driving capabilities to self-driving vehicles and, at the same time, served as the Vice
President for Unmanned Platforms at Soar Technology where he led the organization in the
development of advanced AI for autonomous military platforms. Prior to SoarTech/SoarAuto,
Andy was a Vice President at Saffron Technology a spin-out of IBM Research that provided
machine learning solutions to the National Intelligence Community. Andy has also enjoyed being
the President and founding member of the Robotics Technology Consortium (RTC)—the
predecessor of the National Advanced Mobility Consortium (NAMC)—which leads the
development and transition of robotics research into the Department of Defense. Andy also held
positions at the Office of Naval Research and was assigned to DARPA to act as a Deputy
Program Manager where he played a leading role in the research, development and advancement
of internet-based technologies supporting the maritime community. Prior to ONR/DARPA he was
employed at the Center for Naval Analyses where he served as a senior analyst and a personal
assistant to the Commander, Second Fleet. MDC will use Andy’s extensive experience and
expertise to enhance and broaden the State’s funding in Federal Research and Technology.

CURRENT CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR MICHIGAN DEFENSE
The Roosevelt Group
With over 100 years of combined political and military experience, The Roosevelt Group is a
bipartisan organization offering its skills and expertise in advocacy, consulting, business
development, and strategic communications to clients in the defense, security, and intelligence
sectors.
The Roosevelt Group provides the Michigan Defense Center with eyes and ears inside the
Pentagon and DoD. This allows Michigan to promote our assets and compete for missions in this
dynamic sector. Assistance in communicating new information beneficial to our objectives to
Capitol Hill leaders is a key MDC strategy for Protecting and Growing Michigan’s defense, defense
aerospace and homeland security industry and missions.

The Matrix Design Group
Matrix is an Employee-Owned consulting firm providing innovative leading edge solutions across a
broad array of complex disciplines and industries.
Matrix works with the Michigan Defense Center to offer third party validation to our programs,
resources and economic impact information gathering and analysis by using national industry
standards and expertise.
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FEDERAL CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR MICHIGAN
U.S. Senator Gary Peters
Senate Armed Services Committee; Ranking Member, Senate
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee. His
efforts on the 2022 National Defense Authorization Act include:
Alpena Aircraft and Maintenance Facility & New Testing
Designation: The Senate NDDA authorizes $23 million in
funding that Peters fought for to go toward a new, state-ofthe-art, 5th generation hangar aircraft and accompanying
maintenance facilities at the Alpena Combat Readiness
Training Center. This funding will ensure that Alpena is
capable of hosting the most modern aircrafts and that the
facility can continue to serve as a premier training venue for
our servicemembers and play a vital role in our national
security. Additionally, it includes a special designation for
Alpena that Peters pushed for which will ensure that the Air
Force and the Army continue to utilize Alpena and have it
serve as a testing ground for the latest in defense
technologies. This language coupled with the infrastructure
investments will guarantee that Alpena continues to serve for
decades to come as the venue of choice for the Air Force, Air
National Guard and foreign partners who need access to wide
open airspace, the finest ranges and the best capabilities.
Maintaining Selfridge Hangar & Maintenance Facilities: Peters
secured $28 million in funding for a new A-10 hangar and
maintenance facility at Selfridge Air National Guard Base in
Harrison Township. This investment will help keep A-10s flying
at Selfridge for decades to come by ensuring that we’ve got
the state-of-the-art infrastructure necessary to fly, maintain
and train on A-10s.
Enhance Southfield Army Reserve Facilities: Peters pressed
for and secured a $12 million authorization to help construct
new maintenance facilities at the Army Reserve unit in
Southfield, which will allow servicemembers who serve as
mechanics to maintain and extend the lifespan of military
vehicles and enable them to utilize the latest equipment and
facilities.
Enhancing Battle Creek Facilities: This bill includes a $49
million authorization that Peters fought for that will go toward
constructing a new, state-of-the-art training facility at Battle
Creek for Marine Corps reservists as well as a new vehicle
maintenance facility, which will help extend the life of the
vehicles they house. This funding will help ensure a Marine
Corps presence at the Battle Creek unit for decades to come.
Peters also secured $10 million to construct a new main gate
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and entrance facility to Battle Creek Air National Guard Base.
The current base setup causes traffic congestion and
presents a security risk during a drill weekend by creating a
build-up of vehicles attempting to enter the facility. This new
construction will ensure that Battle Creek meets the most upto-date facility security and anti-terrorism protocols.
$5.7 Million for Construction of Power Generation System at
Camp Grayling: Peters pushed for and got a $5.7 million
authorization to construct a 650kw gas-fired micro-turbine
power generation system at Camp Grayling. This new power
generation infrastructure at Camp Grayling will help improve
the facility’s capabilities by allowing more equipment to be
utilized as well as the integration of cyber and space into their
operations.
Prohibits the Retirement of the A-10 Warthog: This bill includes
an amendment Peters cosponsored to prohibit retiring the A10 in Fiscal Year 2022. The A-10 still plays an important role in
counterterrorism and combat search and rescue missions, and
the bill prohibits divesting of that aircraft in the coming fiscal
year. Selfridge Air National Guard Base hosts an A-10 fighter
mission.
Funding for Manufacturing Research: The bill secures $3
million in funding to further research additive manufacturing,
as well as $7 million in funding for research into composite
production practices, to keep American manufacturing at the
forefront of producing cutting-edge defense technologies.
Protecting KC-135 Re-Fueling Tankers: This bill also prohibits
the Air National Guard from getting rid of any KC-135 aerial
refueling aircrafts. These tankers housed and maintained at
Selfridge Air National Guard Base provide critical capability
and security for our servicemembers.
Electric Light Vehicle Reconnaissance Program: The bill
includes a provision that authorizes the research and
engineering of electric and alternative fuel vehicle
development for the electric vehicle program, which is
conducted in Michigan. This funding will help ensure research
and development for these vehicles is conducted in Michigan,
helping to create good-paying jobs and keep us at the
forefront of mobility. Michigan is home to extensive advanced
vehicle system development.
Pay Raise for Troops: This bill includes a 2.7% pay increase for
all servicemembers that Peters supported.

Improve Access to Medications for Service members, Veterans
and Their Families: This bill includes a provision Peters
requested and secured for a 3-year pilot program that enables
TRI-CARE beneficiaries to receive their medications from an
in-network, retail pharmacy rather than being required to
obtain them from pharmacies at military bases or relying on
the Postal Service. This pilot program will give
servicemembers, veterans and their families more freedom to
choose where and when they get their medicine and at their
convenience.
Promoting STEM Education Through STARBASE: Peters
supported efforts to secure $15 million in funding for
STARBASE, a DOD Youth Program that promotes STEM
education. Selfridge Air National Guard Base in Harrison
Township is home to the first STARBASE program, which
specifically provides K-12 students unique experiences in
experiential learning, simulations and experiments in aviation
and space-related fields.
Cybersecurity Grants for Research and Development: This bill
includes an increase of $10 million in funding for cybersecurity
research and development for naval vessels—that Peters
pushed for — which would be help highlight the tremendous
capabilities like that of Michigan Tech University and what a
critical asset the Great Lakes are to our national security.
Funding for Environmental Restoration, PFAS Cleanup: The bill
includes $300 million in environmental restoration funding for
the Air Force to help with environmental remediation at sites
across the country, including for PFAS cleanup.
Funding Michigan’s military installations: U.S. Senators Gary
Peters (MI), a member of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, and Debbie Stabenow (MI) announced that they
secured significant commitments from the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) that ensures the military’s commitment to
Selfridge Air National Guard Base as a key facility to our
national security. In a letter that was sent to both Senators,
the U.S. Air Force highlighted the long-term roles that the A-10
and KC-135 missions currently at Selfridge will continue to
play in the branch’s future planning.
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FEDERAL CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT FOR MICHIGAN
U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow
U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow secured important provisions in the
2022 National Defense Authorization Act to support Michigan,
including:
Investments in Michigan’s Infrastructure and supporting
Michigan manufacturers. The bill includes Senator Stabenow’s
Make It in America Act to strengthen our Buy American laws
to ensure that American tax dollars are spent on American
products and services. The bill creates a new “Made in
America Office” within the Office of Management and Budget
charged with reviewing waivers to the Buy American Act and
ensuring compliance with other Buy American laws. It also
gives small- and medium-sized American manufacturers more
opportunities to provide products for federally funded
transportation projects. The bill will build charging stations
across the country so it's easier for Americans to drive the
great electric vehicles being made in Michigan. The bill also
provides important funds that can be used to continue
modernizing the Soo Locks.
PFAS contamination. This bill authorizes continued monitoring
of PFAS exposure, which is critical to establishing stronger
federal standards for PFAS.
Maintaining Selfridge Hangar & Maintenance Facilities:
secured $28 million in funding for a new A-10 hangar and
maintenance facility at Selfridge Air National Guard Base in
Harrison Township. This investment will help keep A-10s flying
at Selfridge for decades to come by ensuring that we’ve got
the state-of-the-art infrastructure necessary to fly, maintain
and train on A-10s.
Enhance Southfield Army Reserve Facilities: pressed for and
secured a $12 million authorization to help construct new
maintenance facilities at the Army Reserve unit in Southfield,
which will allow servicemembers who serve as mechanics to
maintain and extend the lifespan of military vehicles and
enable them to utilize the latest equipment and facilities.
Enhancing Battle Creek Facilities: This bill includes a $49 million
authorization that Peters fought for that will go toward
constructing a new, state-of-the-art training facility at Battle
Creek for Marine Corps reservists as well as a new vehicle
maintenance facility, which will help extend the life of the
vehicles they house. This funding will help ensure a Marine Corps
presence at the Battle Creek unit for decades to come. Peters
also secured $10 million to construct a new main gate and
entrance facility to Battle Creek Air National Guard Base.
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The current base setup causes traffic congestion and presents a
security risk during a drill weekend by creating a build-up of
vehicles attempting to enter the facility. This new construction
will ensure that Battle Creek meets the most up-to-date facility
security and anti-terrorism protocols.
Funding for Regional Airports. The bill includes funding for
both Alpena and WK Kellogg Regional Airports for aircraft
maintenance and main base entrance construction.

U.S. Rep. Elissa Slotkin

Northern Strike, is scheduled across Northern Michigan July 31
to Aug. 14. Approximately 5,100 participants from various
states and countries will converge at the National All-Domain
Warfighting Center (NADWC) for training focused on
expeditionary skills, command and control, sustainment and
joint integrated fires. The NADWC encompasses the Camp
Grayling Maneuver Training Center and the Alpena Combat
Readiness Training Center. The training area consists of
148,000 acres of maneuver space and more than 17,000 square
miles of special-use airspace.

U.S. Rep. Elissa Slotkin, House Armed Services Committee,
secured provisions on both the 2022 NDAA and FY 2022
U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow
Appropriations:
U.S Rep. Jack Bergman, House Armed Services Committee
NDAA Amendment to require the Defense Department to
USCG Vessel. Rep. Bergman authored an amendment that
provide a briefing to the House Committee on Armed Services
grants a required waiver to coastwise trade laws to issue the
by February 1, 2022, on its continuing efforts to develop and
WIDGEON a proper National Vessel Documentation Center
field remediation and disposal technologies to address PFAS
"certificate of documentation" to be of legal status with the
contamination from defense facilities. This will ensure that the
USCG. Jurisdictional waiver has been coordinated with and
Defense Department is protecting communities near defense
approved by T&I.
installations based on the most rigorous available standards, a
Support for Veterans. Three bills introduced by Rep. Jack
necessity as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
Bergman were approved by committees in the House and
continued to drag its feet on setting a stringent national
Senate. The VA Caregiver Transparency Act would put
standard for PFAS contamination. As states like Michigan
processes in place to better help VA meet the needs of
develop their own PFAS standards in the absence of EPA
caregivers. The VA AIM Act would conduct an independent
action, this provision ensures the Pentagon will be required to
assessment of VA health care services, operations, budget,
meet that tougher standard.
and delivery to uphold the highest standards for the Veterans
House Passage of the PFAS Action Act with significant
who rely on them. The bipartisan GHAPS Act, introduced with
Slotkin amendments including the improvement of an EPA
Rep. Jimmy Panetta and Ranking Member Mike Bost, would
resource website that will include guidance and information
implement a number of new provisions closing gaps to provide
on how residents can test household well water for PFAS and
seamless support in Veterans health care services.
what to do if traces are found; An increase in grant funding for
local communities to $500 million annually for the next five
years to cover the cost of PFAS treatment; and the expansion
U.S. Rep. John Moolenaar
the PFAS-Free Product Labeling Program, which will require
U.S. Rep. John Moolenaar, House Appropriations Committee
the EPA to incorporate PFAS into an existing “safe-labeling”
Secured over $94 million in military construction projects
program for certain products.
across Michigan
Language and funding supporting some of Michigan’s most
important, existing defense installations and contributions,
U.S. Rep. Brenda Lawrence
like the Ground Vehicle Systems Center in Warren, and
U.S. Rep. Brenda Lawrence, House Appropriations Committee
Northern Strike, a joint, multinational military exercise
Secured over $94 million in military construction projects
sponsored by the Michigan National Guard and a bipartisan
across Michigan
priority of the Michigan congressional delegation.
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